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A Canadian's Perspective of a Town Hall 
with President Obama 
BY BRITTANY BISNOTT 
Staff Writer 
GW Law Students Kia Grant, Ekene Avery, and Brittany Bisnott at the Town Hall 
On Monday, September 19,1 
attended CNBC's "Town Hall Meeting" 
with President Barack Obama. The 
goal of the event was to focus on 
regular citizens who had concerns and 
questions important enough for the 
President to address. Moderator John 
Harwood posed the first few question 
to the President and the rest generally 
came from audience members. Now I 
can go back home (Brampton, Ontario 
- look it up!) and brag about it to all of 
my family and friends, because to us 
President Obama is kind of like a rock 
star. 
The questions asked were 
screened and selected by CNBC officials 
and for this, I w as a little skeptical about 
what questions would be chosen. I 
knew they already vetoed, "President 
Obama, do you like cats?" But I was 
pleasantly surprised with what was 
asked. 
The first question was from an 
army veteran. She said she was tired 
of defending President Obama, and 
does not feel like she is benefiting as he 
promised. She said she thought she was 
past the "hot dogs and beans era" of her 
life. 
First of all, she is a CFO with 
two children in private school. After 
going to a private university and law 
school in this country, I know that if 
she sent her kids to public school, she'd 
have the income 
of another 40 
hour job floating 
around in her 
bank account. 
While I am 
completely for 
sending one's 
kids to private 
school, I am not 
sure I agree 
with someone 
blaming their 
lack of money on the President. But 
what can I say? In Canada "public 
school" just meant that religion was not 
taught. My fees every year to attend my 
Catholic elementary and high school 
were $30 Canadian! (That's like $5 
here!). 
Second of all, I love eating hot 
dogs and beans! Especially the chicken 
hot dogs we mainly eat back home. 
Another question came from 
a former law student who asked if 
President Obama shaking hands with the crowd 
the American Dream is dead because 
he went into public interest and now 
cannot find a job or pay the interest 
payments on his student loan. I felt like 
he might have been better off talking 
to "his Career 
Development 
Office 










and immigration reform. Perhaps a 
few lessons in networking might have 
served this guy better than attending this 
meeting. 
My favorite question was from 
a Wall Street hedge fund manager who 
asked the President to stop whacking 
the "Wall Street Pinata." Ex-squeeze 
me? What are you complaining about? 
I would like to whack you with a stick 
and see if some money just happens 
to fall out. I do not know how much 
hedge fund manages get taxed in 
Canada, but I know I get taxed 15% 
when I buy candy in a grocery store! I 
thought it was great when President 
Obama said that perhaps some of those 
Wall Street big shots (I am paraphrasing 
of course) should be taxed more like 
their secretaries when they're pulling 
home 1 billion dollars or 100 million 
dollars a year. 
Besides the fact that I did not 
shake his hand because multiple Secret 
Service Agents poked me and screamed 
that I should stay where I was, I thought 
the entire event was phenomenal. But 
let me be clear, while I may think of the 
President as a rock star, I was pleasantly 
surprised to find that individuals asked 
hard-hitting questions NOT because 
they are in the Tea Party, but because 
they believe in what the President stands 
for, but are upset that it appears to be all 
talk. I genuinely care about U.S. politics 
and governance (hello immigration 
laws!) and I believe that things like this 
Town Hall meeting are necessary to 
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Dean Lawrence is 
Leaving Some Big 
Shoes to Fill 
BY BRITTANY BISNOTT 
Staff Writer 
From his pep talks to the cast 
of the Law Revue*, to his navigation 
skills in helping parents roaming 
around campus, Dean Frederick 
M. Lawrence's good nature will be 
missed. I heard from lLs who may 
never have met him, 2Ls who barely 
got to know him, 3Ls who are losing 
him near the end, alumnus who 
can say what it is like to have him 
for 3 years, and Dean Lawrence's 
coworkers. Right now, the GW Law 
School community is looking to 
November (exact date TBD) when 
Dean Lawrence steps down and 
trying to answer the question, "What 
now?" 
Dean Lawrence is nationally 
recognized as one of the nation's 
leading civil rights experts. He became 
the Dean of The George Washington 
Law School in August 2005. In his 
time here, Dean Lawrence improved 
the school a great deal and is now 
trying to ensure that GW is left in the 
best possible condition. Dean Gregory 
Maggs can attests to that fact. 
"Dean Lawrence is meeting 
with alumni groups and prospective 
donors, hoping to address as much 
unfinished business as possible 
before he leaves," said Dean Maggs, 
who will become interim Dean in 
November. "2009-2010 year was the 
best fundraising year in the history of 
the Law School, and Dean Lawrence 
wants to keep the momentum going." 
The school is now on the 
hunt for someone who will step into 
the giant shoes left behind by Dean 
Lawrence. Already "Dean Search 
Committee" has been formed which 
is being led by Professor Transgrud, 
a previous interim Dean and Senior 
Associate Dean for Academic Affairs. 
This committee will look at internal 
and external candidates, receive input 
from faculty members, students, alumni, 
and others, and finally, they will present 
a number of candidates to the faculty 
as a whole. The faculty will then 
vote to present three or more of these 
candidates to the Provost and President, 
who will make the final decision. 
In looking to the future and 
what will be expected out of the new 
Dean, students reflect upon what made 
Dean Lawrence great at his job. Not 
only was he an efficient administrative 
official, but his personable side went a 
long way with a number of students. 
2L Veronica Surges said that as 
a 1L, she expected Dean Lawrence to 
be far too busy to speak with students, 
and was surprised to see him regularly 
interact with faculty, staff and students 
in the library, classroom and lounges. 
3L Ekene Avery had a similar 
sentiment. Avery will always remember 
Dean Lawrence as the man who told 
him to send the Dean his resume when 
Avery was stressed about not finding a 
job for his 2L summer. Dean Lawrence 
told Avery that he would pass along his 
resume if any job prospects cross his 
desk. 
See Dean on Page 5 
In terms of excuses for 
missing class, mine have always been 
pretty lame. I've slept in, missed the 
bus, been attacked by werewolves, 
etc. I'm the first to admit that I've yet 
to come up with a truly good, solid 
excuse for missing class. 
Professor Jonathan Turley 
is my new role model for valid 
excuses. Over the past two weeks, 
Professor Turley has cancelled 
several of his classes so that he can 
serve as defense counsel for U.S. 
District Judge G. Thomas Porteous 
Jr. in an impeachment trial before 
the U.S. Senate. I'd love to use that 
one the next time I sleep through 
Contracts."Sorry Professor, I was 
defending a federal judge in a Senate 
trial." 
On August 25, 1994 
Porteous was nominated to a seat on 
the United States District Court for 
the Eastern District of Louisiana by 
President Bill Clinton. During his 
tenure, Porteous has ruled on several 
controversial issues such as ruling 
that it was illegal to use federal funds 
in abstinence-only sex education 
programs, overturning a federal ban 
on rave paraphernalia and ruling 
against a law to ban partial birth 
abortions. 
Porteous's private life has 
been a source of controversy as well. 
Porteous filed for bankruptcy in 
2001, which led to revelations about 
his private life including allegations 
of inappropriate ties to a local bail 
bond company. These allegations 
led federal investigators to begin 
investigating Porteous. Investigators 
uncovered evidence of perjury 
and bribery and on June 18, 20.08 
they reported to the U.S. House of 
Representatives that impeachment 
might be warranted. 
After an investigation by 
the House Judiciary Committee, the 
committee voted unanimously to 
send a resolution of impeachment 
of Porteous to the full House. The 
resolution included the following 
four articles of impeachment: 
Article I - engaging 
in a pattern of conduct that is 
incompatible with the trust and 
confidence placed in him as a Federal 
Judge 
Article II - engaged in a 
longstanding pattern of corrupt 
conduct that demonstrates his 
unfitness to serve as a United States 
District Court Judge 
Article III - knowingly and 
intentionally making false statements, 
under penalty of perjury, related to 
his personal bankruptcy filing and 
violating a bankruptcy court order. 
Article IV - knowingly 
made material false statements about 
his past to both the United States 
Senate and to the Federal Bureau of 
Investigation in order to obtain the 
office of the United States District 
Court Judge. 
The House voted 
unanimously to impeach Porteous on 
all four articles. 
After passing from the House, 
the articles of impeachment were 
sent to the Senate for trial. A two-
thirds vote in the Senate is required to 
impeach Porteous. The trial began on 
Monday, September 13, 2010 and ran 
through September 21. 
Professor Turley was joined 
by Daniel Schwartz, P.J. Meitl and 
Daniel O'Connor in defending 
Porteous. According to Turley, the 
activities alleged in the articles of 
impeachment took place while he was 
still a state judge. An impeachment 
could create a dangerous standard 
under which judges could be punished 
for pre-appointment behavior 
unrelated to federal duties. 
With the trial section over, 
the Senate Impeachment Trial 
Committee will compile and submit 
a report of the proceedings to the full 
Senate by mid-November. Professor 
Turley will be called back to make his 
closing arguments on the floor when 
the Senate is ready to debate and 
vote on the case. If Judge Porteous is 
convicted on any of the four articles 
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SBA Corner: 
Kicking off 2010-2011 
BY NAVDEF.P SINGH 
SBA Executive Vice President 
The SBA Senate has kicked 
off another exciting year at GW Law. 
The Senate is the legislative body of 
the SBA, representing all class years ' 
and making sure that the opinions of 
the student body are heard in all issues 
facing the school. 
To make it easier for you to 
share your thoughts, share your ideas, 
and get help from the Senate, they are 
introducing Senate Office Hours this 
semester. You can stop by and chat 
with any Senator during the week. 
The exact times and location, usually 
in the hard lounge, will be on the 
blackboard and on the SBA website, 
www,gwsba.com. 
The Senate started off the 
year with the annual organization 
allocation process, helping the over 
forty student groups at the law 
school get funding for their plans and 
activities throughout the year. The 
Senate Finance Committee spent 
Friday, Saturday and Sunday of Labor 
Day Weekend meeting with each 
student group and reviewing their 
proposed budget to develop a proposal 
for the Senate to consider. After two 
late night full-Senate meetings and 
a week of debate and consideration, 
the Senate decided on a final overall 
budget and unanimously passed the 
allocations for student groups. 
But the work of the Senate 
has not been limited to allocating 
funds to student organizations. The 
Facilities and Technology Committees 
have already been responding to your 
problems with the air conditioning, 
the new wireless network, and the 
bathroom paper towel machines. If 
you have any issues you want to have 
addressed, send the committees an 
email at gwlawfacilities@gmail.com 
The Charter Committee and 
the Senate have been helping students 
start up organizations to serve our 
community and add to the diversity 
of perspectives that go along with the 
GW Law experience. The Academic 
Policy Committee is studying ways 
to improve the academic experience, 
including ways to help make sure you 
can take all the classes you want. The 
Programming Committee is working 
on ways to help the class of 2013 
develop that sense of community for 
which GW Law is known. And the 
Constitution & Rules Committee 
is working on ways to make our 
governing documents easier for 
everyone to understand. 
Finally, individual Senators 
are taking up issues that you've 
brought to them. Some are exploring 
how the Law School can provide 
more support to students by giving 
our mental health counselor an office 
in our building. Others qre looking 
at ways to improve opportunities for 
the students to get involved in the 
community. And still others are trying 
to make sure all students are getting 
the health insurance information they 
should be receiving. 
The Senate encourages you 
to come and sit on their general body 
meetings and share your comments on 
the issues they are considering. You 
can find a full schedule at www.gwsba. 
com. 
Last Tuesday at 6 p.m., 
the Faculty Conference Center was 
packed. Over a hundred students 
gathered to tune in on the Park 51 
Dialogue hosted by the Muslim Law 
Student Association. Even borrowing a 
couple dozen additional chairs did not 
remedy the situation. Many students 
stood for the entire time. And while 
we ran out of food, we definitely did 
not run out of words. The originally 
planned hour-long-event lasted for over 
two hours. 
The four panelists 
provided their insightful and unique 
perspectives, however, one inquiry 
escaped the discussion: Who would 
most hate to see the New York's 
Islamic Center? 
Al-Qaeda gains more from 
this controversy than anyone else. 
It craves for occasions like this 
one because they make for a great 
"recruiting season" -- the longer we 
oppose thife project, the greater their 
season. Not having this Center would 
certainly give a pretext to bolster 
their marketing efforts and ultimately 
increase their forces. Some might find 
this surprising, but the truth is that 
Al-Qaeda works against Muslims; it is 
anything but their friend. 
On average Al-Qaeda kills 
Muslims eight times more than it kills 
non-Muslims, and that non-Westerners 
are thirty-eight times more likely to be 
killed than Westerners. These numbers 
are not my own, they come from a 
study conducted at West Point, at 
the United States Military Academy. 
There is no doubt that Al-Qaeda 
has terrorized Muslim nations just 
as much, if not more than Western 
nations. 
More recently, Al-Qaeda has 
launched attacks where one would 
think it is least likely - inside mosques. 
See Center on Page 5 
Who Would Most Hate to See 
the New York Islamic Center? 
BY TALHA KHAN 
President; Muslim Law Student Association 
Swing Vote: The Thing about 
Arlington 
BY JENNETTE GRAY 
Staff Writer 
Number of funerals 
performed at Arlington Cemetary 
daily: twenty-eight. 
Number of burials annually: 
6,900. 
Number of burial 
discrepancies: More than we will ever 
really know. 
In 2009, a story broke. 
Salon.com reported on a burial 
scheduled at Section 68, grave 449. 
The site was excavated in preparation 
of receiving a soldier's casket. One 
problem. There was already a casket 
there. 
Unmarked graves, unearthed urns, 
possible "double occupancy" of 
graves.. .it sounds so macabre. And, 
well, so unfathomable. Right? 
Not really. 
Arlington National 
Cemetery, the second largest 
national cemetery, is an Army-run 
installation. The Kennedy brothers 
are buried there. So is Thurgood 
Marshall. It's an icon, what with the 
Tomb of the Unknowns and all. But, 
even icons have ordained limits. 
Of course, it isn't the first 
major cemetery to have issues with 
burials. The most notable being 
Burr Oak Cemetery in Illinois where 
employees were arrested for allegedly 
digging up bodies for the purpose of 
reselling burial plots. 
As different as these two 
situations seem, they have some 
glaring similarities. 
The first is age. Burr Oak 
is a historic black cemetery whose 
legacy is suspected t$iiate back to the 
early 1800's—though no one really 
knows when the cemetery opened. 
Arlington claims an official 
opening of 1864. I have no reason to 
doubt that. But, I suspect that there 
were burials at that site prior to its 
declaration as a military cemetery. 
Next, there is size. Burr Oak 
is estimated to be approximately 150-
acres. Arlington is approximately 
200-acres. 
According to The 
Huffington Post, after resuming 
burials Burr Oak was still finding 
bodies in places they believed were 
unused plots. And my prediction is, 
so will Arlington. Which brings me 
to my point... 
Land is not a renewable 
resource. There's only a finite 
amount. 200-acres, while it seems 
vast to the naked eye, becomes 
minute when its use is divided over 
the course of about 146 years. That 
amounts to a little under 1.4 acres 
per recorded year of Arlington's 
existence as a cemetery. 
There are over 300,000 
recorded individuals buried at 
Arlington National Cemetery. In 
August 1991, my great uncle became 
one of them. Master Staff Sergeant 
Robert Lee Kee, Section 68, grave 
1842. His grave is marked. 
Had he died 100-140 years 
or so earlier, that may not have been 
the case. 
It wasn't unusual for African 
Americans—slaved or freed, soldiers 
or not—to be buried in unmarked graves 
or graves marked only by large rocks or 
stones. 
So, that would explain the 
confusion at Burr Oak. But, what about 
Arlington National Cemetery? I don't 
mean to insinuate that the unnoted 
graves that have been unearthed there 
are those of black men or women. Or, 
maybe I do. 
What isn't being said in all 
of this is just as important as what 
is. Arlington National Cemetery and 
the installations around it have an 
interesting and somewhat sordid past. 
And records, well, they're only as good 
as the information that's kept—or 
known. 
Some including Salon, 
com—who claims to have "broken" 
the story—criticize the lack of 
computerization at Arlington. I don't. 
They'd have the same issues whether the 
paperwork was digitized or not. Should 
they use satellite imaging to make 
sure they're not desecrating someone's 
final resting place? If they are going 
to continue burials without purchasing 
new land, probably so. 
But, the Army is not the only 
party at fault here. As reasonable 
people, we have a responsibility—to 
ourselves and our loved ones—to 
understand the realities and the 
constraints. How long did we really 
think people could be buried on that 
piece of land without running out of 
space? And, did we really think all the 
souls buried there were accounted for? 
I didn't, especially when I 
found out that part of the installation 
used to be Freedman's Village—land 
given to freed slaves then taken back. I 
doubt that as the government was telling 
them to leave anyone asked, "Before 
you go, have you buried any relatives 
here lately?" 
When I realized that one of 
the gravesites that started this public 
discussion was in the same section as 
the recorded site for my great-uncle, it 
was rather unnerving—and infuriating. 
Were his remains really in that grave? 
Then, I realized it doesn't matter. 
I don't want his body exhumed. 
I don't want a burial place desecrated 
just to give the living peace. It doesn't 
really matter who's in it, just that 
someone is in it. 
I also considered the thought of legal 
culpability. Okay, we're angry and 
appalled. But, is there really any legal 
recourse here? Should there be? 
In the case of Burr Oak, there 
was fraud and alleged mishandling 
of corpses, bodies being purposely 
disinterred for profit. And, it was a 
privately owned cemetery with clear 
culprits to blame. 
Arlington National Cemetery is 
government-owned. Who do you blame 
when there's no one person you can 
legitimately point to? And, of course, 
with the government there's always the 
issue of immunity. 
Right now at Arlington 
National Cemetery, the Eternal Flame 
burns. Some of what fuels it right now 
is outrage, speculation, and unanswered 
questions. We may never really know 
what happened. 
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Fiat Economy White Girl Go Home! 
BY JON SHAFFER 
Opinion Columnist 
BY KATHERINE MEREAND 
Opinions Editor 
The economy will doubtlessly 
play an enormous role in determining 
the outcome of the upcoming 
Congressional election. It is currently 
predicted that the Republican Party 
will make substantial gains, possibly 
bringing both the House and Senate 
back under their control in 2011. But 
while the Republicans are scrambling to 
appear proactive, these efforts will likely 
not be determinative of the results. 
Everyone knows that this election is 
really a referendum on Obamanomics 
and the fiscal policies of a Democratic 
Congress, not the brilliantly vague 
"Pledge to America." The question 
thus becomes, is it fair to blame 
the current economic problems on 
democratic policy or are the President 
and Congressional majority simply 
the victims of bad timing and a down 
business cycle? 
The answer: no one cares. The 
most basic voter calculus, even among 
the educated, is simple association. Bad 
economies are run by bad presidents. 
Good economies are run by good 
presidents. The actual cause of the 
economy's underperformance need 
not even be considered. If something 
is broken and the current repairmen 
cannot fix it, intuition suggests calling 
someone else to get the job done. 
Is this necessarily irrational? 
1 beYveve that while the individual 
opinions that inform the collective vote 
may be ill conceived, the notion of 
regime change is helpful for one reason: 
stimulating faith. In a system of a faith 
based economy made liquid by fiat 
currency supported by no underlying 
commodities, belief is everything. Even 
if the president has nothing to do with 
what is wrong, the political swing in 
Congress could ease systemic fears of 
"moving in the wrong direction." 
There is clear supporting 
evidence that fear is holding back the 
recovery and it is my contention that 
this fear, more so than underlying 
systemic failures and risk, is the true 
malady. The heightened unemployment 
rate, low consumer spending, low 
consumer confidence, and low lending 
levels are all symptoms of a disease, not 
diseases in and of themselves. System-
wide deleveraging and government 
risk assumption of insurance 
responsibilities are only part of the 
problem and there is also no question 
that the trade imbalance and massive 
deficit are creating further net losses 
in the economy. However, all things 
considered, I think the reason these 
otherwise surmountable problems are 
not being overcome is fear, plain and 
simple. Although banks are borrowing 
at historically low interest rates, they are 
simply afraid to lend. The uncertainty 
is too high when the 2008 financial 
industry crash proved that sometimes 
even seeming blue chips can crash and 
burn. We're all still dealing with the jet 
lag of the 2008 market. Unfortunately 
for Obama and the Democrats, they've 
been in the cockpit the whole time. 
In short, without faith there 
is no lending. Without lending there 
is no investment. Without investment 
there are no increases in production 
and the economy simply cannot grow. 
Thus, in a world where markets are 
affected as much by confidence as they 
are by underlying structural stability, 
sometimes a change of leadership, 
regardless of merit, might be just what 
the fiat economy needs to get going. 
When push comes to shove, 
the economy is the one issue that 
American's universally care about. 
Don't be naive; this fact will determine 
election outcomes. The simple truth 
is that the economically sensible vote 
according to the bottom line. Because 
the economically sensible tend to be 
moderates, andjjecause in a 50-50 
country the moderates determine 
election outcomes, economics by the 
transitive property determines elections. 
If you doubt the election power of 
economy for one second, remember Bill 
Clinton who attributed his victory over 
George H.W. Bush to one key factor. 
When asked about this factor, Clinton 
responded plainly: "It's the economy, 
stupid." 
Too Early to Talk about 
Grades? 
BY RYAN TAYLOR 
News Editor 
Would you like to get better 
grades in the future? How about getting 
better grades for past semesters as well? 
Students at GW Law could reap the 
benefits of a higher GPA without any 
additional work, if only GW would 
implement a policy similar to that of 
Loyola Law School. 
This past summer, Loyola 
Law School, located in Los Angeles, 
California, raised the grades of their 
graduates from the past few years. 
These lucky students now have a .333 
higher grade point average than they did 
upon graduation. That would raise a B+ 
to an A-. Loyola's move made the news 
because the change was retroactive, 
something that other law schools have 
not yet attempted. 
In its coverage, The New York 
Times reported that over the last two 
years, at least ten other law schools 
have adjusted their grading scale for 
future semesters. The list includes New 
York University and GW's neighbor, 
Georgetown University. 
GW Law also adjusted its 
grading scale a few years ago. Blogging 
about it over the summer, Jon Siegel, a 
GW professor who is currently on leave, 
called the grade inflation trend among 
law schools a slippery slope. 
"I voted against the change to 
our grading curve because I thought it 
involved deception," he said. 
See Grades on Page 5 
Except I haven't heard 'girl' 
so much as something more insulting 
and less appropriate for print. I used 
to hear such things years ago, but in 
my memory they were little more 
than whispers. Today they sound like 
screams. 
I spent this past summer 
in working in Detroit, Michigan, 
commuting from Ann Arbor. I left 
my ' East Coast, liberal bubble' 
and headed into the middle of the 
country to a place I had never been. 
Detroit bears several not so savory 
reputations, and so after researching 
it I thought I had adequately prepared 
myself for what I would find. 
I had not. In the city, if 
I dared venture out alone, men 
would follow me in broad daylight, 
yelling racially and sexually charged 
comments. They were angry and 
bitter. They would not stop following 
me, sometimes for blocks. I had to 
stop going to the pharmacy on my 
lunch break. I had to stop walking 
outside alone. 
And when I wandered 
around suburban Ann Arbor, at the 
organic food co-op and in the art 
stores, I kept overhearing snippets 
of what seemed like the same 
conversation. Over and over, people 
would say, openly—stunningly—some 
variation on, "Of course I'm afraid 
of Detroit. I w ouldn't go there. The 
blacks wanted us to leave and so we 
left. And now I'm not ever going 
back. Why would I?" 
I did not have to check my 
gut; it immediately informed me: I 
was, and still am, ashamed. I had 
never lived somewhere I perceived 
such open acknowledgement of, 
and comfort with, a seemingly 
unbridgeable racial divide. And then 
I looked around and realized it wasn't 
so much about acknowledgement, 
as it was about absence. To my 
unscientific eyes, Ann Arbor seemed 
almost devoid of black America. 
Other major ethnicities, Hispanics 
and Arabs, seemed largely missing 
too. And yet I had chosen to live in 
Ann Arbor, because I felt safer there. I 
was part of the problem. 
I wanted to know the answer; 
I wanted to help 'fix' Detroit. In my 
spare time, such as on the seemingly 
endless 45-minute commutes between 
the city and the suburb, I would 
consider grandiose plans that the 
state could enact to pump funding 
into parts of the city. I planned 
forward-looking infrastructure that 
would foster diverse, multi-ethnic and 
multi-cultural communities; a major 
new campus for the University of 
Michigan, small-business loans, art 
projects, etc. 
But I knew those plans would 
be the work of a lifetime, for many 
people working together, willing to 
invest time and energy ... people 
willing to go back—and people 
willing to allow other races in. But 
Michigan was not my home—I was 
only visiting. 
Instead my summer in 
Detroit served as a warning sign. I 
returned to DC, where the whispers 
had actually turned to screams of a 
'racial divide' in my city. Alarm bells 
sounded in my heart. The recent 
mayoral and city council races had 
boiled over into what commentators 
were calling a 'populist uprising' 
where one racial group was telling 
another that they wanted them to 
get out. I was told, by columnists 
like the Washington Post's 
Courtland Milloy, that this was the 
black population in DC telling me, 
apparently a 'young white urbanite' 
of the 'creative class', that they 
did not want me here. They did 
not want my ideas, my tax dollars, 
my company, or my nose in their 
business. Milloy and others seemed 
to be telling me to shut up and go 
home. 
I was devastated. I have 
lived in Washington, DC or the 
suburb of Silver Spring (literally 
a few hundred yards across the 
boundary line into Maryland) for 
just over a decade. My entire adult 
life I have chosen to make DC my 
home (and purposefully declined 
Northern Virginia, frankly, due to 
the noticeable lack of diversity). 
When I first came here as a bright-
eyed undergraduate, I worked in 
the Shaw neighborhood with public 
school students. I was told about 
the history of segregation in the city 
and then the riots and fires. I heard 
the debates about gentrification. 
But I saw the city being rebuilt and 
empty storefronts being filled. I 
saw a mutli-ethnic and multi-racial 
city reducing crime at a quick pace 
and generally improving life for its 
citizens. I saw a city filled with hope 
and plans for the future. 
For a time at the very 
beginning, when I lived and worked 
near U Street, people would yell 
variations of "white 'girl' go home." 
Sometimes they would throw 
rocks and bottles, projectiles that 
sometimes broke car windows but 
luckily never hit me. Today I forget 
what all of my various-silent and 
internal-reactions were, but one of 
those reactions is the same as it is 
today. 
This is my home. The 
people who live here with me are 
my neighbors. Together we make 
up a community. I choose to live 
here and I choose it in part because 
of who else is here. I care what 
happens to my city and I care 
what happens to my neighbors. I 
want jobs, amenities, education, 
infrastructure, culture, and art... 
for everyone. I don't want crime. 
I don't want corruption. I want 
diversity. And by diversity I mean 
I do not want to live somewhere 
that is missing major demographic 
populations. Is what I want really so 
different from what my neighbors 
want? I find that difficult to believe. 
See Go Home on Page 5 
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Scramble for Arctic Black Gold 
BY VADIM PARTIN 
Website Editor 
With his "giant leap for 
mankind," Neil Armstrong dealt a 
defining blow to the Soviet Union in 
the tight space race. The Soviet Union 
never truly recovered from that blow. 
However, Russia is currently in a new 
race, a race to appropriate a large swath 
of the melting Arctic. Unlike the Cold 
War era race it seems as if they might 
have a better showing this time around. 
In 2007, instead of travelling 
two hundred thousand miles to the 
Moon to plant a flag, Russian explorers 
travelled fourteen thousand feet below 
the North Pole to plant its own flag 
there. Unlike the United States, which 
probably planted the flag on the Moon 
to symbolize their accomplishment, 
Russia's message was different. Just 
as European Colonial powers of 
the 19th century realized that there 
were untapped resources in Africa, 
21st century Arctic countries realize 
that there are vast untapped natural 
resources, namely oil and gas, in the 
Arctic. The actual planting of the 
Russian flag, though a technological 
feat due to the great depths of the sea 
floor, has no legal bearing. Nevertheless, 
it did not stop the Canadian Foreign 
Minister from quipping, "This isn't 
the fifteenth century . . . [y]ou can't go 
around the world and just plant flags 
and say [wje're claiming this territory." 
It is no surprise that Canada had a 
response. It is one of the countries, 
along with Denmark, Norway, and the 
United States, that has a potential claim 
to the riches of the Arctic. 
Just a few days ago, Russia held 
a large Arctic conference with some of 
the world's leading ecologists, experts, 
and politicians of the affected nations 
to discuss the social, economic, 
and environmental issues affecting 
the Arctic region. The first part of 
the conference was dedicated to 
environmental concerns of the Arctic 
region. However, the conversation 
quickly turned to the sheer amount 
of wealth that the region holds. For 
example, Russia estimates that the 
Russian Arctic territories alone may 
contain up to 100 billion tons of oil, 
which is roughly 735 billion barrels. 
If added to the current proven oil 
reserves of Russia, it would total 
around 820 billion barrels of oil, 
surpassing Saudi Arabia with its 265 
billion barrels. That would also give 
Russia a total oil reserve larger than 
the top five oil-producing countries of 
Saudi Arabia, Canada, Iraq, Iran, and 
Kuwait, combined! 
I know that this might be a 
cruel statement to make, especially 
given the last few weeks of the 
unbearable heat wave that we have 
been experiencing in Washington DC, 
but global warming might actually be 
a boon for Russia. As temperatures 
rise, many regions that contain 
natural resources that have been 
buried under miles of ice are now 
becoming more accessible. However, 
with the stakes as high as ever to get 
out of the global recession, Russia is 
not wasting any time. 
See Gold on Page 6 
From Grades on Page 4 
"And I didn't think that the fact that 
everyone else is involved in the same 
deception could justify it, any more 
than a student would be excused for 
cheating on the plea that everyone else 
was cheating too." 
One of the arguments behind 
schools inflating their grades is to keep 
their students on an equal playing field 
when it comes to finding employment. 
The Dean at Loyola explained the 
retroactive move to be fair to his 
graduates. 
"We concluded that the grading 
curve was sending incorrect information 
about our students, and, frankly, it was 
putting them at an unfair competitive 
disadvantage in a pretty tough job 
market," Victor Gold told the Chronicle 
of Higher Education. 
GW's current mean sits at 
about a B+, 3.05 to 3.35 for first year 
students. Loyola's mean, before the 
change, was at 2.677 for first year 
students. Even after the change, the 
average for Loyola students is still a 
half grade lower than that of students 
at GW. 
Comparing GW and Loyola 
many not be fair for many reasons. One 
being the two schools are on opposite 
sides of the country. For GW students, 
a comparison of schools in closer 
proximity geographically and in ranking 
many be more interesting. 
Local schools that share part 
of a common name, Georgetown 
and George Mason, are at the mean 
grade point of 3.15 and 2.85 to 2.95 
respectively. Schools near GW in the 
U.S. News law school rankings,are 
also near each other in mean grade 
point averages. Ranked eighteenth, 
University of Southern California 
is at 3.30, ranked twenty-first, 
University of Illinois is at 3.20 for first 
year students, and number twenty-two 
Boston College is at 3.32. 
In the end, Siegel says it is a 
problem with no real solution. 
Some prominent schools 
have addressed the problem by 
dropping the traditional grading 
system altogether. Columbia and 
Harvard don't report GPAs but give 
distinctions to a top percentage of 
each class. Stanford and Yale have a 
pass/no pass system. 
Despite the deception, Siegel 
says his views have evolved since GW 
adjusted the grading structure. 
"There is something to be 
said for the view that we have to 
give grades that match the current 
understanding," Siegel said in his 
blog. "If all the other schools are 
now operating on a B+ average and 
we give grades on a B average, we 
are disadvantaging our students, and 
not necessarily achieving the goal of 
honesty." 
From Go Home on Page 4 
Still, wants and wishes do 
not successful public policy make. 
After being told I was unwelcome and 
unwanted, I spent the night listening to 
speeches by the late Robert F. Kennedy 
and wondering how we move forward. I 
did not get very far other than to solidify 
my resolve. 
I do not have answers. But I 
know that no matter where we live, 
DC or elsewhere, we cannot give in 
to certain narratives. We must have 
vigilance against the idea that racial 
cannot be bridged. Overcoming them 
may be the work of a lifetime, of many 
lifetimes, of a Community working 
together. But if we allow complacency 
to creep in, if we accept the divides as 
anything other than an obstacle to be 
overcome, we may come to regret it. 
Someday, we may find that the divide 
has widened so far, and views have 
hardened so much, that we can no 
longer even see the path forward. 
This year is the fiftieth . 
anniversary of Harper Lee's landmark 
novel, "To Kill a Mockingbird", an 
anniversary I celebrated. I would like 
to learn how to walk around in another 
man's shoes. But I think I need help 
from my neighbors to find my way. 
From Center on Page 3 
This year alone, twenty-five people 
were killed in South Waziristan, 
eighty in Lahore, seven in Baghdad, 
all while worshipping inside a 
mosque. And as recently as an hour 
ago, as I began to write this note, 
two more were killed in Bhawalpur. 
Of course, these radicals cited their 
religion to justify the killings. Sadly, 
hundreds of worshippers, while 
praying the name of Allah, were 
killed in the name of Allah. 
Those who terrorize the 
"house" of Allah in one part of the 
world cannot be the people building 
it in another part of the world. The 
opposition to Park 51 project - not its 
construction - is the ideal outcome 
for Al-Qaeda. 
Nine years ago, the same 
people who are now blowing up the 
mosques, used Islam to justify killing 
the innocent on 9/11/01. The same 
Allah they claim to worship even 
condemns such acts: 
"Anyone who murders any 
person who had not committed 
murder or horrendous crimes, it shall 
be as if he murdered all the people. 
And anyone who spares a life, it shall 
be as if he spared the lives of all the 
people. Our messengers went to them 
with clear proofs and revelations, but 
most of them, after all this, are still 
transgressing." (Quran, 5:32). 
Indeed, these men 
transgressed, and according to the 
Islamic faith they will face a severe 
retribution for killing the innocent. 
Quran is clear on this. "God advocates 
justice, charity, and regarding the 
relatives. And He forbids evil, vice, 
and transgressions. He enlightens 
you, that you may take heed." 
(16:90) Furthermore, "You shall not 
kill yourselves," and that "anyone 
who commits these transgressions, 
maliciously and deliberately; We will 
condemn him to Hell. This is easy for 
God to do." (4:29-30). 
Even in light of these clear 
Quranic verses, Al-Qaeda continues to 
use Islam to justify its attacks both on 
Muslims and non-Muslims. Clearly, its 
actions are un-Islamic. It is time that the 
opponents of the Park 51 project realize 
that their aspirations are consistent with 
Al-Qaeda's. 
If they truly mean to prevail 
in battling terrorism, they must support 
the Islamic Center. This would exhibit 
the strength of the American people 
and send a clear message that in this 
country, we can distinguish between 
Islam and terrorism, and we are at war 
only with the later. Let's not miss this 
opportunity today; or else Al-Qaeda 
will seize it tomorrow. 
From Dean on Page 2 
Alumni Katie Earnest describes 
Dean Lawrence like "a proud dad 
that you never want to let down" 
because he "makes you care about 
working hard for the school and 
making it a community" As a former 
evening student, Alumni Denise L. 
Turner took some offense to Dean 
Lawrence's correlation between the 
GW dropping in the U.S. News law 
school rankings and the evening 
program a little over a year ago. Still, 
Turner said she thinks it is a loss to 
the school that he is leaving. 
Most would agree with 
Cris,** in saying that with the 
Departure of Dean Lawrence (and 
his wife Dr. Kathy Lawrence, who 
also taught at the university), "No 
one replaces another so there will be 
a void." For her, and many of us as 
well, the brief time we had with them 
taught us "how cool it is to simply be 
good to other people." 
* The Law Revue Show is a student/ 
faculty written and run sketch comedy 
show with acting, singing and dancing 
in February. While sometimes this 
may be confused with The GW Law 
Review, you can make sure to keep it 
straight by remembering: *R-E-V-U-
E: Jazz Hands, Not Journal!* 
** The wonderful woman who helps 
you with anything you need at the 
information desk. 




So many of our important-
sounding courses seem to have little 
practical value. Just try bringing 
up subject matter jurisdiction or 
easements at a party... Therefore, 
it's pretty exciting when something 
learned in class can actually be put to 
use. You know, counseling friends to 
make use of the right to remain silent, 
revising my parents' will to make sure 
that I get the good china and, perhaps 
most often, understanding better the 
latest in celebrity gossip. The posts 
of Perez Hilton are just rife with their 
legal woes. 
Needless to say, it's been 
a rough week for Lindsay Lohan. 
Despite a hopeful cameo at the 
VMAs, the girl just can't seem to 
break her bad habits. But routine drug 
tests don't require spending $150K 
on a legal education to comprehend. 
Every teenage job applicant at 
Target can explain that failure will 
not lead to good things. So riveting 
is Lindsay's impending return to 
prison that another interesting legal 
development for Ms. Lohan was 
almost overlooked. 
On Monday, Linds settled a 
$100 million lawsuit she brought against 
E-Trade in March. In her original 
complaint, filed in Nassau County 
Supreme Court of NY (the basis of 
venue was the plaintiff's residence), 
she argued that the company had 
violated section 50 of the Civil Rights-
Law of the state of New York, the 
right to privacy, by using her name, 
characterization and personality for 
advertising purposes and commercial 
benefits without her consent. 
She discussed specifically 
the reference to "that milkaholic, 
Lindsay" in E-Trade's 2010 Superbowl 
commercial (love those talking 
babies!). The complaint states that 
the appearance of look a-like name, 
characterization and personality in 
the advertisements caused Lindsay to 
be identified in connection with the 
company's products and services. 
It was an interesting $100 
million assertion and, some would 
say, a bit of a stretch. After all, that 
name is far less iconic than, say, 
Oprah, Madonna or Prince. And the 
commercial just showed a bunch of 
babies talking about their romantic 
troubles, not a group of club 
goers emerging from a party sans 
underwear. It's not like one of them 
sported red hair and waved around 
a copy of Mean Girls. Lohan's 
attorneys argued that the babies in the 
commercial were symbolic. Though 
they acting like cute babies, they 
actually portrayed Lindsay and her 
friends. 
E-Trade responded strongly. 
Company lawyers reportedly filed 
hundreds of pages of evidence 
with the court and made a motion 
requesting a change of venue to 
Manhattan, where its headquarters 
are located. E-Trade described the 
claim as meritless. The company 
pointed out that Lohan isn't the only 
Lindsay in the world. Additionally, 
she is not a celebrity generally 
associated with banking or online 
trading. 
And yet, despite a confident 
defense, E-Trade has decided to settle. 
A company spokeswoman told the 
New York Post, "Basically, it was a 
business decision to move on. We are 
pleased to have the matter behind us." 
According to the court document, the 
suit was withdrawn with prejudice 
and without costs or fees to any party. 
Just in case you haven't gotten that 
far in civ pro yet, "with prejudice" 
means that the plaintiff is barred from 
filing a new lawsuit with the same 
allegations. 
While the details of the 
settlement were not released, doting 
mom, Dina, stated that they were 
"very pleased" while her attorney 
noted "we're very glad the case is 
settled". That's lawyer-speak for 
"now I know I'll be able to collect all 
of my fees." 
At the end of the day, the 
spat serves as a good reminder to 
make sure you run those national 
advertising campaigns past the legal 
department. 
Inferences and Implications: Thinking about 
Woodrow Wilson's Legacy 
I have a posting on my wall 
from an article titled, "Word Choices: 
Pairs that Puzzle" by Suzanne E. 
Rowe. The article was originally in the 
April 2007 Oregon State Bar Bulletin, 
and was reprinted in an Ontario 
"Briefly Speaking" Bulletin in August/ 
September 2007. It was the first article 
I read when I began working as a real 
lawyer in my law firm back home. The 
pair that affected me the most was: 
imply or infer? 
"Writers imply, readers infer. 
For example: The demand letter implied 
that the lawyer would stop at nothing to 
win. The elderly client read the letter 
and inferred that her worthless nephew 
needed more money." 
In returning to law school, I 
now come back knowing this key fact: 
critics shaped history as much as the 
proponents. The bitter aftermath of 
the economic 'messiness' (for lack of 
a better word) of the past year leaves 
everyone questioning. Twisted and 
spun information makes for great 
stories. So, how do we know what 
writers imply? 
A few weeks ago I sat down 
with one of the top lawyers in his 
field. I intended on networking and 
trying to learn more about entering 
academia and the wonderful world 
of international law. Instead, we 
talked about many non-law related 
things. One topic was this amazing 
Washington tourist attraction: The 
Woodrow Wilson House. As this is a 
short opinion piece, the critical fact is 
that in 1916, Woodrow Wilson easily 
won re-nomination for the presidency. 
War and its aftermath, not reform, 
would dominate President Wilson's 
second term in office. I only wish I 
BY MONA PINCHIS 
Opinion Columnist 
had time to discuss Wilson's Fourteen 
Points, or his plan to put a "Made in 
America" stamp on peace. It is great 
reading, for those that-like me right 
no-sometimes need a break from legal 
writings. In 1919, President Wilson 
suffered a massive stroke that almost 
completely incapacitated him. His wife 
Edith cared for him, but my newfound 
mentor informed me that there is debate 
as to whether Edith Wilson prevented 
her husband from handing the reins 
of government to then Vice President 
Thomas R. Marshall. If that is true, 
what would have happened had she not? 
What about the American entry into the 
League of Nations? 
I suppose then there is a 
fine line between what we know and 
what we don't know about Woodrow 
Wilson. Phyllis Lee Levin in "Edith and 
Woodrow: The Wilson White House 
(2001, Lisa Drew Book) quotes John 
Maynard Keynes, "Was Hamlet mad 
or feigning; was the president sick or 
cunning?" What if the truth of Wilson's 
condition had been more known, would 
the major world events that followed 
have happened? Even with my own 
lacklustre knowledge of the man, I 
also wonder how President Wilson's 
lifelong preoccupation with the public's 
perception of his position and power 
affected his decisions. 
Internationally, the enduring 
changes he began unquestionably 
pushed the United States to the center 
of world politics, but did it also poise 
the nation for new global expansion? 
I bring this up now only to discuss how 
little we sometimes know of the facts 
behind the facts. The Woodrow Wilson 
House allows us to go back to the 
1920s and see a "Presidential House 
Museum". I am extremely excited to 
go. While I may not find the answers 
to the questions I mentioned above, 
it does provide a unique opportunity 
to see behind the scenes. On a daily 
basis, it becomes harder to sort 
through the information. I am faced 
with tons of negative campaigns, 
altered media and bombardments of 
economic "good times" and economic 
"bad times." I worry about the fine 
line between what I need to know 
to make my own judgments about 
America's next leaders. Or, even how 
I feel about which side was right in a 
case. 
But, then I remember the beauty of 
that lesson. It is my job simply to 
recognize that writers imply, and 
readers infer. All I have to do is 
devote time to thinking. 
Be a bit of a detective. 
Remember there is always a flip side, 
but that is what makes history so 
great. That is what makes the law so 
great. It is an on-going incomplete 
contract, looking for new thoughts 
and new ways to inject criticisms 
and debate. Know what else? Upon 
becoming President at the age of 56, 
President Wilson spent 33 of those 
years in college and universities as a 
student, professor, or administrator. 
So, I infer from this fact that 
Woodrow Wilson may have enjoyed 
thinking and discussing history, and 
perhaps taught many about a duty 
to think. Oh, and during his time in 
office? The Federal Reserve System 
was established. I wonder what he 
would think about it today? 
From Gold on Page 5 
They are pushing forward with 
ambitious projects to harvest these 
resources. The country is currently 
constructing immense, floating 
nuclear power plants in order to 
harvest the oil, with hope that they 
will not have to waste any oil in the 
harvesting process. The mere idea of 
having floating nuclear power plants 
seems frightening enough. However, 
considering Russia's spotty safety 
record when it comes to nuclear 
power, it is even more terrifying. 
Let's see: Kursk Nuclear Submarine 
explosion, Chernobyl, weapons-
grade uranium, underwater saboteurs 
and rocket vulnerable strikes, and 
terrorists: oh my! 
It seems like this is a very 
costly enterprise, both in actual 
monetary cost, and the extent of 
any possible tragedy that may befall 
this project. It is not a surprise 
to me that many scientists have 
called this project either a "floating 
Chernobyl," or a "case of Homer 
Simpson meets the Titanic." Vladimir 
Chuprov, energy projects chief for 
Greenpeace Russia, said, "It is better 
to invest in solar and wind energy 
rather than produce time bombs." I 
wholeheartedly agree with him. 
I will also add that I hope 
that this renewed scramble for 
resources in the dawn of the 21st 
century does not produce the same 
disastrous results as the ill-fated 
scramble for African resources at 
the dawn of the 20th century. That 
unfortunately not only wrecked the 
African continent, but plunged the 
world into two World Wars. I hope 
that the next "giant leap for mankind" 
will not sink us to the depths where 
oil is found, but lift us with the clean 
energy of the wind and illuminate the 
path forward with reliable sun energy. 
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Life as gLowly IL New Approach to 3L 
Why am I Paying to Get Recruiting 
Punched in the Face? 
Hello all. The illustrious 
editors at the Nota Bene were nice 
enough to bring me on board so I could 
narrate life as a first year. I was very 
excited when they told me I got the job, 
so I immediately applied to GW Law 
and luckily got in. I'll be keeping my 
finger on the pulse of the 1L community 
and give you an in depth look at being a 
lowly 1L. 
For the upperclassmen that are 
blissfully unaware, we wide-eyed little 
lLs just finished our first memo. (If 
you are a 1L who was blissfully unaware 
of our first memo, please contact your 
Dean's Fellow immediately.) Why, do 
you ask, is this important to you? No 
reason in particular, but I just thought it 
might help explain why some of those 
peppy lLs may now look like they died 
a little on the inside. I personally did 
not have this problem. My soul was 
already crushed to tiny proportions 
in business school. Sadly, they didn't 
supply nearly as much free booze. 
All seriousness aside, I set out 
to try and find what was on the minds 
of lLs now that we have stepped into 
the ring with an actual assignment 
and come out (sort of) alive. A 
thorough survey of eavesdropping 
in the hallway before civil procedure 
revealed a few things are pervasive in 
the hive mind of the 1L. The first is 
balance. As in "How do I balance all 
the different activities I'm supposed 
to be doing?" Everywhere I turn 
someone is bringing up how they don't 
have time for class, watching football, 
memos, bar review, joining clubs, skills 
competitions, basic hygiene, etc. Then 
someone had the nerve to bring up our 
impending midterm. You could feel 
the temperature rise as the entire crowd 
glared at him 
As always I will try to make 
this week's column entertaining, stall-
friendly, and provocative. 
Four of you may remember 
that two weeks ago an award-winning 
newspaper published my first column. 
In it I suggested an off-season maneuver 
to the Toronto Blue Jays front office 
concerning one Jose Bautista. The two 
guys that finished the column may 
remember that I promised a similar 
analysis for the Cincinnati Reds and 
Joey Votto. Well, after two weeks and 
a Cardinals plunge in the standings, I 
just don't care anymore. I've moved on. 
But before I get into that, apparently 
Nota Bene notices if you do a two-part 
story without, you know, a second part. 
Lesson learned. So, to summarize: 
• I compare Votto to three players; Jeff 
Bagwell, Mark Teixeira, and Frank 
Thomas 
• I chose those players because they, 
like Votto, broke into the Majors at 
The second thing I keep hearing 
around the 1L water cooler (does 
this exist?) is why? As in "Why 
does a class start at 9:55 instead of 
10?" "Why didn't my parents name 
me something as cool as Judge 
Learned Hand?" "Why are there 
multiple room 301 's?" "Why can't 
strict liability apply in some torts for 
the sake of simplicity?" "Why am I 
paying to get punched in the face?" 
What most lLs don't remember 
when asking these questions, is that 
they're also paying interest on that 
metaphorical black eye. 
The moral of this story is 
that we first years are getting stressed. 
We've been fighting an uphill battle 
and losing altitude. All that aside, 
I can tell you there is hope! We as 
first years may feel overworked, but 
we are also learning how to deal. I 
think with our plucky attitude and 
some luck, a few more than half of 
us may avoid psychosis and become 
2Ls. When I asked my mentor if this 
was true, he assured me that despite 
our fears, most of us will survive. In 
fact, he told me that the older students 
were all lLs once too, and they, for 
the most part, can still talk about 
LRW without crying. 
However much we IL's think 
we have accomplished, we do know 
it is just the beginning. lLs, chill 
out. Remember that time passes and 
so will you. Upperclassmen and 
teachers, please don't laugh at us too 
hard, we really are trying. Remember 
the memo 1 grades should be out 
soon. So if you see a 1L curled up in 
the corner mumbling uncontrollably... 
tell them everything will be ok, give 
them a TREAT, and send them home. 
Thanks. 
22-23, played as a power-hitting first 
basemen, contended for or won the 
Rookie of the Year, and posted an 
MVP-winning or MVP-calibre season 
in their third full year. 
• So I was probably going to suggest 
a long term deal to avoid arbitration. 
All four players have similar strengths, 
and I'm predicting dominance until 
32 barring injury. Power first-basemen 
tend to stay off the training table until 
about 33-34. 
• I would offer $1 lm a year over 
the next four with a club option. I 
again base this on the famous Ryan 
Howard arbitration case, but consider 
the recent Ryan Zimmerman deal 
and the economic downswing. Votto 
has significantly better statistics than 
Zimmerman, and plays better baseball 
than Howard in every respect except 
raw power. 
See Gonzales on Page 8 
As a 1L, I have enough on my 
plate without having to worry about 
job prospects. Right now I'm more 
concerned with physically surviving 
Crim Law than worrying about who's 
going to be paying my rent three years 
from now. That said, even though I'm 
not going to start working a full-time job 
for nearly three years, I'm going to have 
to start looking for that full-time job in 
less than a year. 
For my fellow lLs and others 
unfamiliar with the current recruiting 
system, I'll outline the obstacle course 
that law students have to navigate as 
we try to find that elusive "real job" in 
our quest to become what our parents' 
generation terms "productive members 
of society." 
At the end of each summer, 
potential employers storm onto campus 
demanding fresh blood after having 
worked the last batch of new associates 
to death. 
Desperate to find a way to pay 
off student loans, applicants line up like 
willing virgin (ha!) sacrifices at the altars 
of the pagan law firm gods. Applicants 
are forced to leave the flip-flops at home 
and wear (gasp!) professional attire. 
The lucky applicant will line 
up several of 20-minute "preliminary" 
interviews where in addition to be asked 
about her strengths and weaknesses she 
will be asked to repeatedly outline her 
"five-year plan." 
If the applicant passes the 
initial inspection, she is invited to a 30-
minute "office interview" where she's 
again asked to outline her five-year plan. 
If any potential employers are still 
interested after learning that the 
applicant's five-year plan consists mostly 
of 1) finding a job and 2) driving a 
BMW, the applicant is offered a job as a 
summer intern. 
According to my sources 
summer internships mostly consist of 
associates getting paid obscene amount 
of money to pretend to work while the 
firms pretend that life at a big law firm 
is a lot like Disneyland - but with free 
dinners. 
At the end of the summer, 
assuming all goes well, the applicant 
is offered a job starting sometime after 
graduation. It is generally assumed 
that the job will start fairly soon 
after graduation, but with the recent 
economic downturn, the job may not 
actually start until several decades after 
graduation. 
Essentially if the current system 
works as designed, applicants interview 
for jobs (that may not technically exist) 
a full two years before graduation. 
Effectively, newly minted 2Ls are forced 
to make employment decisions before 
they've even had a chance to attend a 
single class of their own choosing. 
It's not all rainbows and butterflies 
for the law firms either (although it is 
admittedly difficult to cast them in a 
sympathetic light). Under the current 
system, employers are required to make 
hiring decisions a full two years before 
they even know if there will be enough 
work to keep new associates busy. 
Most of the participants in this arcane 
system would agree that it's far from 
perfect. But aside from pointing out 
its flaws, nobody seems to be doing 
much about it - until now. 
Waller Lansden Dortch & 
Davis, a Tennessee firm, has teamed 
up with the University of Tennessee 
College of Law and the Vanderbilt 
University School of Law to pilot a 
unique opportunity for the class of 
2012. Moving away from the summer 
associate model, this new program, 
dubbed Schola2Juris offers a six-week 
fall internship for 3Ls.a 
Students will apply after 
their 2L year for specific positions 
that correspond with actual open 
positions with the firm. Unlike 
traditional summer internship where 
associates rotate through different 
departments, this program will allow 
interns to focus on a specific field. 
The interns will visit the firm's office 
to shadow associates, but most of the 
work will be done remotely under 
the supervision of partners and 
associates.b 
Aside from gaining 
experience, interns also receive 
a $10,000 scholarship and the 
opportunity to participate in a 
social retreat. At the end of the six-
week program, the firm wi\\ extend 
offers for employment to begin after 
graduation,c 
While Schola2Juris may 
not address every issue within the 
current system, it does give students 
more time to decide where they'd 
like to practice while removing the 
fear of the dreaded job deferment. 
The program also allows law firms 
to hire for specific positions rather 
than relying on inaccurate projections 
when making hiring decisions.11 
So is it perfect? No - but it 
might be a step in the right direction. 
a' Careers, Wallerlaw.com, http:// 
www.wallerlaw.com/careers (last 
visited Sep. 24, 2010). 
c" Id. 
Elie Mystal, A New Approach 
to Fall Recruiting, Above the Law 
(Sep. 08, 2010, 2:13 PM), http:// 
abovethelaw.com/2010/09/a-new-
approach-to-fall-recruiting/. 
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From Gonzales on Page 7 
• Votto would give up three years of arbitration and some free agency years. 
Done. Now we get to Carlos Gonzalez. It looks as though he no longer has a shot to catch Albert Pujols for the NL home run lead, and thus no longer has a shot 
at the coveted Triple Crown (a league leader in HR, AVG, and RBIs). But had he won it, I may have made a bad life choice. I probably would have walked onto the stage 
at the award ceremony, taken the award and the microphone, and then drunkenly rambled something to the effect: "No. Cut the music. This is Pujols' award. I m just 
sayin' ...<incQherent slurring>... just not right. And then Barry Bonds stole three of his... <incoherent slurring>... and now the *bleeping* Coors Field...<tackled by rent-
a-cops>. 
So what would lead me to attempt a booze-soaked Kanye impression? The Coors Field Effect. So without further ado, let's look at Gonzalez's stats for 2010. 
Field AB 2B 30 HR RBI AVG OBP SLG K BB 
Home 273 19 4 25 72 .392 .439 .766 47 25 
Away 275 14 4 7 35 .287 .320 .444 79 14 
I'm sorry, but that's preposterous. If you double his home statistics, he has the best baseball season since Ruth. Maybe ever. These are only current as of 
September 22 (they'll get better). First, let me say that his away stats are not bad, and I am convinced that he can play professional baseball at a competent level. However , 
his average, on base, and slugging are all artificially inflated by his home run total at Coors Field. He has at least fifteen hits that are probably outs in another park. 
But here is what surprised me. I think that I have not given Gonzalez enough credit. I think there is a second layer to this story, and it comes from his strikeout-
walk ratios. He has a roughly 2-1 ratio at home which is not great, but an abysmal 5-1 ratio on the road. That's not park effect. That's weird. Gonzalez has two more 
seasons to work with. Let's focus on those ratios with a home-away split. 
Field 2009 K 2009 BB 20G8(Oakland) K 2008 BB 
Home 27 12 43 4 
Away 43 16 38 9 
Two things: 1) I don't find the 2008 splits statistically relevant because he took so few walks; and 2) the 2009 splits have nearly identical ratios. So what happened 
this year that elevated his home game to Ruthian levels? I have a theory, and Dustin Pedroia should hide his MVP trophy from History. Gonzalez, like Pedroia, uses a 
different plate approach at his quirky home park to produce "artificial" results. I have chosen a few interesting split statistics from Pedroia's 2008 MVP season. Why not all 
of his stats? They're not relevant, I don't want to spend the time talking about them, and I want to make the statistics say what I want them to say. Stop being rational. 
Field 28 HR AVG SLG BAbip 
Home 35 7 .344 .519 .356 
Away 19 10 .309 .468 .306 
I should tell you two things before we analyze. BAbip stands for Batting Average for Balls Put In Play. It is designed to see how "lucky" players are. Everyone has 
seen a guy line out four times and then hit a swinging bunt for a single. But luck evens out, and the league average hovers between .290-.310. 
Now, the first thing that I notice about Pedroia's splits is that he was an All-Star second baseman on the road, and a very good hitter. His home stats say he's an 
MVP candidate. I have argued, and argue here, that Pedroia hits an ungodly amount of doubles off the Green Monster. Beyond that, I think his approach at the plate 
changes at home. I think he tries to hit fly-balls off that 37-foot two inch wall, and turn lazy fly-outs into doubles. This, in turn, creates an unexpectedly high BAbip. He's 
stealing hits. Watch him swing for the fence with his back knee on the ground sometime. He torques his body to create an uppercut to leftfield. I don't see him do this on 
the road. 
Now I don't blame him for this. It's smart. It helps his team win baseball games, and I don't think it decreases his value. I do think it makes him more valuable to 
the Red Sox than any other team, but I also don't want to take anything away from a player that discovered a quirky advantage at his ballpark because he still has to aim a 
baseball off a wooden bat in a general direction at a general trajectory. That's hard. 
Gonzalez's BAbip is .398 at home and .377 on the road. That tells me that Gonzalez has benefited from some good luck all season, but also that his home BAbip is 
significantly higher to suggest he has taken advantage something at the mile-high Coors Field. Frankly, I think he has become more selective at the plate in reaction to a 
new found confidence, and I think Pujols should win the MVP. Join me next time when we explore why exceeding your word limit is also grounds for your "editor" to 
"stop making you lunch everyday." 
THE &W LAVS 
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